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Abstract

Sensitivity studies with global climate models show that, by their influence on
the radiation balance, Antarctic clouds play a major role in the climate system,
both directly at high southern latitudes and indirectly globally, as the local
circulation changes lead to global teleconnections. Unfortunately, observations
of cloud distribution in the Antarctic are limited and often of low quality
because of the practical difficulty in observing clouds in the harsh Antarctic
environment. The best surface observations suggest that the fractional cloud
cover at the South Pole is around 50–60% in all seasons, whereas the cloud
cover rises to around 80–90% close to the coast of the continent. Microphysical
observations of cloud parameters are also very sparse in the Antarctic.
However, the few measurements that do exist show predominantly ice-crystal
clouds across the interior, with mixed-phase clouds close to the coasts. Crystal
sizes vary from 5 to 30 mm (effective radius) in the interior to somewhat larger
ice crystals and water drops near the coast. A wide range of crystal shapes is
observed at all sites. This review considers the available cloud observations and
highlights the importance of Antarctic clouds and the need for better observa-
tions in the future.
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Clouds are an important part of the global climate system.
For example, the fourth assessment report issued by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
noted that the indirect effect of aerosols on clouds is a
relatively large negative radiative forcing of -0.7 Wm-2,
but that the range of uncertainty in this value is large and
the level of scientific understanding is “low” (IPCC 2007:
fig. SPM2). The feedbacks associated with clouds, and
whether clouds act to warm or cool the atmosphere,
are complex, and are not properly understood even at
mid-latitudes where they have been observed in detail
for many years. In the Antarctic, cloud observations
have largely been confined to synoptic observations,
although in recent years these measurements have been
supplemented by occasional in situ microphysical mea-
surements, mainly of low cloud from the surface, and
radiometric measurements made from the surface and
from satellite data. These measurements have only been
made at a few locations—the South Pole and some coastal
stations—and these locations may not be representative
of the continent as a whole.

The microphysical properties (shape, size, concentra-
tion and phase, i.e., whether solid or liquid) of cloud
particles can have a major impact on the Earth’s radiation

budget, so it is important that they are correctly
represented within climate models. However, the
parameterizations of clouds used in global climate models
have normally been developed using measurements
made in mid-latitudes, and these may not be applicable to
Antarctic clouds. Again, because of the isolated and harsh
environment of the continent few in situ measurements
have been of the microphysical properties of clouds in the
Antarctic.

This review of Antarctic clouds first looks at the basic
measurements of cloud cover taken visually by observers
and from satellite measurements. Later, more detailed
microphysical measurements are considered before
finally discussing the impact of clouds on the radiation
balance and climate of Antarctica.

Cloud cover

Figure 1 shows a composite infrared satellite image of the
Antarctic continent and the surrounding oceans. The
most noticeable features are the frontal cloud bands asso-
ciated with large, mid-latitude depressions that circle the
Antarctic continent. The clouds associated with these
frontal systems tend to be deep, and so the cloud tops are
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high and cold, and show up as white in the infrared
image. Between the high frontal cloud bands large areas
of uniform low stratus, or sea ice, can be seen close to and
encircling the continent. It is difficult to distinguish
between low cloud and sea ice in satellite imagery.
However, it is likely that most of the large areas of
uniform cover surrounding the continent are clouds.
Away from the continent the stratus tends to break down
into convective cumulus cells. An interesting feature seen
in the clouds in this composite are the two mesoscale
cyclones (or polar lows; see Rasmussen & Turner 2004)
around 120° and 150°E: these small cyclones are
common at high latitudes, particularly where there is a
large sea–air temperature difference. Moving over the
continent it becomes more difficult to distinguish
between cloud and the underlying snow and ice surface,
although in this image it appears that the high-level
frontal cloud does not encroach very far onto the
continent.

Although visual examination of satellite imagery gives
us some insight into the distribution of clouds over Ant-
arctica, for most investigations it is necessary to have
some objective measure of the clouds. Several different
objective methods have been used to measure cloud

cover in the Antarctic. These range from ground-based
visual observations to space-borne passive instruments,
such as those used to obtain Fig. 1, and active measure-
ments such as light detection and ranging (LIDAR). These
methods can give quite different results, and it can be
difficult to establish the true value of the extent and
frequency of cloud.

Surface visual observations have been routinely made
at Antarctic research stations for the last 50 years, and
give the longest running cloud data set available (Hahn &
Warren 2003). However, the surface observing sites are
widely spaced in Antarctica, and most are located close to
the coast. There have been many changes to the surface
observational record, as sites have changed location, and
there have been modifications to the observing practice.
Visual observations are, by their very nature, subjective,
and changes in observer can result in step changes in
particular measurements. This can decrease their value
when looking for long-term trends. Also, visual observa-
tions during the night are difficult to make because of the
low level of illumination of the clouds (Hahn et al. 1995),
and this is particularly true of Antarctic clouds during the
winter. Figure 2 shows the annual cycle of fractional
cloud cover at the South Pole from visual observations.

Fig. 1 Infrared Antarctic cloud composite

image for 29 September 2008. (Image pro-

vided by, and used with permission of, the

Antarctic Meteorological Research Center, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin–Madison.)
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This indicates a decrease in cloud cover during the winter,
when the clouds are difficult to observe, compared with
the summer months.

Surface radiation measurements can also be used to
derive cloud cover. Town et al. (2007) compared frac-
tional cloud cover from visual observations, satellite
retrievals and surface-based infrared measurements
at the South Pole. They suggested that the best
measurements are those retrieved from surface-based
pyrgeometer measurements, both in terms of accuracy
and length of record, as they are not affected by the lack
of sunlight. Town et al. (2007: fig. 6) compared surface
visual observations with values retrieved from the pyrge-
ometer, and showed that during summer the two values
agree well, whereas during winter the visual observations
are around 20% lower. The pyrgeometer values suggest
that the cloud cover at the South Pole is constant
throughout the year, at around 50–60%.

Surface measurements are limited spatially, especially
in data-sparse regions such as Antarctica. Passive satellite
instruments measure the upwelling radiation emitted
from the surface or atmosphere, and measurements
taken using such instruments have a much better spatial
coverage. With passive measurements it can be difficult to
distinguish between the clouds and the underlying snow
surface, as the temperature and radiative properties of the
cloud and snow surface are similar. However, there have
been several attempts to retrieve cloud cover from the US
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) series of polar orbiting satellites that measure in
the visual and infrared bands, most notably the Interna-
tional Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (see
Rossow & Schiffer 1999; Hatzianastassiou et al. 2001).
These cloud retrievals are compared with surface obser-
vations in Fig. 2, where it can be seen that the satellite

clouds levels are less than the surface observations during
the summer, but are more during the winter. Another set
of retrievals using NOAA satellite data are the Extended
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Polar Pathfinder (APP-x) data set (see Town et al. 2007;
Wang & Key 2005), which concentrate on the polar
regions. Town et al. (2007) compared both the ISCCP and
the APP-x retrievals with surface-based estimations of
cloud cover, from infrared radiometers (pygreometers), at
the South Pole. They found that during the summer the
APP-x cloud cover was slightly higher than the pygreom-
eter values, whereas the ISCCP estimates were too low
(by around 30–40%).

As well as comparing the cloud cover derived by several
different methods, it is interesting to look at the variation
of cloud cover with latitude. Figure 3 shows the variation
with latitude for both ISCCP retrievals of cloud fraction
and surface observations, and it can be seen that cloud
cover is at a minimum in the centre of the continent, and
increases to a maximum close to the coast, a result that
compares well with the subjective impression gained
from Fig. 1.

More recent active satellite-borne instruments, such as
lasers (Spinhirne et al. 2005), are able to distinguish
clouds over a snow and ice surface more easily, but as yet
the records from these instruments are short. Spinhirne
et al. (2005) report values of cloud cover for the month of
October 2003 from the Geoscience Laser Altimeter
System (GLAS) instrument carried on the Ice, Cloud, and
land Elevation Satellite (ICESat). Although these mea-
surements are limited they do show the same variation in
cloud fraction with latitude as the satellite and surface
observations (Spinhirne et al. 2005: fig. 4), with an
increase from the pole towards the coast.

Fig. 2 Monthly fractional cloud cover at the South Pole from International

Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) satellite retrievals and surface

visual observations, using data from the ISCCP and from Hahn & Warren

(2003).

Fig. 3 Zonally averaged total cloud cover from the International Satellite

Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and surface observations for four

seasons, using data from the ISCCP and from Hahn & Warren (2003).
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Cloud microphysical properties

Measuring cloud microphysical properties, such a particle
size, whether solid or liquid (phase) and crystal shape
(habit), is, of course, difficult in the extreme Antarctic
environment. This means less is known about the micro-
physics of Antarctic clouds than of mid-latitude clouds.
However, some measurements have been made in Ant-
arctica using both remote sensing techniques and
occasionally in situ methods. Several groups have used
LIDAR to investigate cloud properties using ground-based
instruments (Smiley et al. 1977; Smiley 1980; Smiley
et al. 1980; Del Guasta et al. 1993) and airborne instru-
ments (Morley et al. 1989). Other groups have used
radiation measurements to infer microphysical proper-
ties, which include using ground-based interferometers
(Mahesh et al. 2001a, b) and balloon-borne radiometers
(Stone 1993). Another approach is to measure the micro-
physical properties directly, either by the in situ collection
of cloud particle replicas from the clouds that reach down
to the surface (Ohtake 1978; Lachlan-Cope et al. 2001;
Walden et al. 2003, Hogan 1975; Lawson et al. 2006) or
from in situ aircraft measurements (Saxena & Ruggiero
1990).

The flights made by Morley et al. (1989) with an air-
borne LIDAR clearly showed the difference between the
clouds found near the coast and those over the high
plateau. On flights from McMurdo Station to the South
Pole and Siple stations, an abrupt change in cloud type
was seen as the plane passed from the low-lying Ross Ice

Shelf to the higher level polar plateau. The dense mid-
layer water clouds found over the Ross Ice Shelf were
replaced by higher ice clouds, predominantly cirrus.
These flights were carried out on one day during January
1986, and so are limited in scope. The LIDAR used by
Morley et al. (1989) could not measure polarization, and
so they had to infer the phase of the cloud. However,
their results can be compared with the more comprehen-
sive measurements made at the South Pole and at a
coastal station (Dumont d’Urville) with more advanced
ground-based LIDAR.

Del Guasta et al. (1993) operated a depolarization
backscattering LIDAR at Dumont d’Urville station during
1989 and 1990. This instrument did not measure clouds
lower than 500 m and did not give reliable results for
thick clouds, and so their results are biased towards thin,
high clouds. Given this bias, it is not surprising that they
do not seem to have observed any clouds composed solely
of water droplets. At temperatures below -25 to -30°C
the clouds are predominately ice clouds made up of
columnar ice crystals or small ice particles. At tempera-
tures above -25 to -30°C mixed phase clouds are
frequently recognized, associated with ice-precipitating
mid-level clouds.

During the austral winter of 1975, Smiley et al. (1980)
operated a LIDAR at the South Pole. This instrument was
not as advanced as the one used by Del Guasta et al.
(1993), and did not give any information on polarization.
However, at the South Pole during winter the tempera-
ture is such that it can be assumed that most of the clouds
observed are ice crystal clouds. This was confirmed by
Formvar replicas taken at the surface at the same time.
Smiley often observed low-lying precipitation with
higher formation layers.

The LIDAR measurements do not give information on
particle size, and there are no aircraft in situ measure-
ments of size in Antarctica, except for a limited study by
Saxena & Ruggiero (1990), who measured particle size
over the Ross Ice Shelf using a Forward Scattering Spec-
trometer Probe during two flights. However, most
information on particle size, and habit, comes from radi-
ometer measurements, both surface-based interferometer
and radiometer sondes.

Radiometer sondes were flown at the South Pole in the
austral winter months between 1959 and 1963 as part of
the US Weather Bureau’s Polar Operations Project. The
data from these flights, consisting of vertical profiles of
upward and downward longwave irradiances, were not
analysed until Stone used them to calculate the properties
(emissivity, optical depth and effective radius) of winter
clouds (Stone 1993). This data set was fairly limited, and
after strict quality control criteria were applied to the data
only eight flights were left during overcast conditions. He

Fig. 4 Photomicrograph of Formvar replicas of cloud particles. The par-

ticles were collected on the Avery Plateau at 15:07z on 4 December 1995.
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found that generally the cloud base coincided with the
top of the surface-based inversion level, which was at a
height of 465 m above surface. He found that the clouds
he investigated were quite thin, with an effective broad-
band infrared optical depth of around 1 and longwave
emissivity of 0.62. The effective radius of the ice particle
was found to be between 4 and 16 mm.

Mahesh et al. (2001a) used a Fourier-transform inter-
ferometer to derive cloud parameters at the South Pole
during 1992. These parameters included cloud-base
heights, and although the data set was again somewhat
limited, with measurements having only been taken at
1030 and 2230 UTC, it does provide a much larger data
set than that of Stone. Mahesh reported a bimodal distri-
bution in cloud height, with values either above or below
the inversion height, which does not agree with Stone’s
rather more limited data set. However, the clouds were
rather thin, and it is likely that the uncertainties in both
methods are relatively large. Mahesh also derived optical
depths and particle sizes (Mahesh et al. 2001b), and these
agreed with those found by Stone (1993), with the optical
depths being generally less than 1.0 and the particle radii
during the winter being generally below 25 mm. Ricchi-
azzi et al. (1995) used a multichannel radiometer based at
Palmer Station (64°46′S, 64°04′W) to calculate cloud
optical depths during the spring of 1991. The optical
depths that they obtained at this coastal station were
much larger than those obtained by Mahesh et al.
(2001a) at South Pole Station, and ranged between 20
and 50 mm with a most probable value of 25 mm.

In the interior of Antarctica and on the high plateau on
top of the Antarctic Peninsula, ice crystals are often
observed in the atmosphere close to the surface, and are
coded in routine surface observations as diamond dust,
which is also known as precipitation from a clear sky.
These particles are often larger than cloud particles, and
range in radius at the South Pole from 2 to 1000 mm
(Walden et al. 2003). The larger particles have a signifi-
cant fall speed, depending on their shape, and they can
make up a significant part of the accumulation. The for-
mation and development of these crystals is very
interesting and important both for the surface mass
balance and the radiation balance over the Antarctic
Plateau. Several attempts have been made to observe and
measure these ice crystals close to the surface. Hogan
(1975), Ohtake (1978), Lachlan-Cope et al. (2001) and,
most recently, Walden et al. (2003) have all collected
crystals at the surface, and either photographed them
directly or made replicas of them using the Formvar tech-
nique (Takahashi & Fukata 1988). Both Hogan and
Ohtake collected somewhat limited data sets during the
summer. However, Walden collected a much larger data
set comprising the dimensions of about 20 000 crystals

during the Antarctic winter of 1992. The predominant
types of crystals observed were diamond dust in the form
of columns (hexagonal prisms) or hexagonal plates. He
also observed blowing snow particles and snow grains
precipitating from clouds. Figure 4 shows a microphoto-
graph of hexagonal plates collected on the Avery Plateau;
this image was used by Lachlan-Cope et al. (2001) in
their study of clouds over the Antarctic Peninsula. Occa-
sionally, very long crystals were observed that were
1000 mm in length but only 10 mm in width. Such crystals
are known as Shimizu crystals (Shimizu 1963). Kikuchi &
Hogan (1979) looked at the variation of width to length
of the crystals observed on one day in 1975, and found
that the columnar type prevailed, and that the ratio of
length to width varied cyclically with a period of around
2 h, although they offered no explanation for this obser-
vation. Walden calculated the effective radius of the
entire size distribution of the diamond dust to be around
12 mm, and this agrees well with the effective radius
inferred from radiation measurements at the South Pole
(see above). Walden found diamond dust in the form of
both plates and columns at temperatures below -40°C,
supporting the laboratory results of Bacon et al. (2003),
which showed that factors other than humidity and tem-
perature are important in determining the habit of a
crystal. As well as measuring diamond dust, Walden et al.
(2003) collected blowing snow particles and snow grains.
The blowing snow particles are lifted from the surface
when the wind speed is greater than about 7 m s-1, a
process that is often assisted by saltation—when a pre-
cipitating particle dislodges one or more particles from the
surface. This process means that the blowing snow par-
ticles tend to have undergone several collisions, and tend
to be rounded, and so are easily distinguished from the
more regular diamond dust crystals. It is interesting to
note that Walden et al. (2003) found particles that
appeared to be the same shape as blowing snow particles
on days when the average wind speed was less than 7 m s-1

and when the weather observers did not report any
blowing snow. They interpreted these crystals as residual
blowing snow crystals that continued to settle for day or
two after the wind speed had dropped. It is interesting
that blowing snow particles have such a long lifetime in
the atmosphere, and it is possible that they play a further
role as ice nuclei within clouds. The snow grains observed
by Walden et al. (2003) were crystals precipitating from
clouds, and tend to be made up of clusters of plates or
bullet crystals, and are as such are easy to distinguish
from the single diamond dust crystals.

More recently, advanced particle imagers of the sort
developed for use in aeroplanes have been deployed at
the South Pole (Lawson et al. 2006) during early Febru-
ary 2001. This instrument, known as a cloud particle
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imager (CPI), produces high-resolution images of cloud
particles. These images mean that it is possible to inves-
tigate the habit of the crystals. In the Lawson et al. (2006)
study, 30% of the particles were found to be rosette
shaped, 45% were diamond dust (columns, thick plates
and plates) and 25% had an irregular shape. This method
measures the crystal radius directly, not an effective
radius, and the distribution of maximum crystal size was
found to have a peak that varied between 50 and 100 mm
(when looking at the number distributions). Converting
the observed maximum dimension into an equivalent
radius depends on both the volume and surface area.
Lawson et al. (2006) used relationships to determine the
volume and area from the parameters that can easily be
measured from the CPI images. They found that the
resulting equivalent radius was generally less than
50 mm, with a maximum in the size distribution around
25 mm. They did not calculate an effective radius, so it was
not possible to compare these results directly with those
obtained from the radiation measurements, although
they were similar to measurements made by Walden
et al. (2003). Lawson et al. (2006) reported that the crys-
tals they observed at the South Pole appeared to be
similar to those observed by the same instruments within
cirrus clouds. They did observe blowing snow on at least
one occasion, but did not have enough data to correlate
the occurrences of blowing snow with the wind speed.
Cloud particle sizes measured in Antarctica are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Few measurements of cloud-forming nuclei have been
made in Antarctica because of the difficulty in making the
necessary measurements in remote areas. As the sources
of such nuclei are likely to be limited, and possibly unique

to the continent, it is very difficult to use results from
other parts of the world. Even measurements in the
Arctic are difficult to apply to the Antarctic, as proximity
of snow-free land masses in the north mean that Arctic
cloud-forming nuclei are likely to have a very different
source. During 1994 Saxena (1996) measured cloud con-
densation nuclei at Palmer Station and at times found
elevated concentrations. However, these were similar to
results from the Arctic. Of course in the cold polar regions
clouds are often composed solely of ice, or are of mixed
phase, and so the availability of ice nuclei is important.
Saxena & Weintraub (1988) measured ice-forming nuclei
at Palmer Station using a filter technique, and found ice
nuclei concentrations that were similar to those mea-
sured elsewhere, although the values they reported did
range over several orders of magnitude. Lachlan-Cope
et al. (2001) have inferred the number of ice nuclei from
measurements of ice crystals made on the spine of the
Antarctic Peninsula. They found that the number of ice
crystals was much larger than those predicted by the
equations derived by Fletcher (1962) for mid-latitudes.
However, these results were obtained for samples col-
lected close to the surface on the Antarctic Peninsula, and
may not be representative for the Antarctic atmosphere
as a whole.

Identifying the source of cloud-forming nuclei can be
difficult; however, two papers have looked at this
problem for Antarctica. The source of ice nuclei at high
southern latitudes has been investigated by Saxena &
Weintraub (1988), who found that the elements silicon,
zinc and potassium, presumably combined with other
elements and water, appeared to act as good ice nuclei in
the filter samples taken at Palmer Station on the Antarctic

Table 1 A summary of the cloud particle sizes measured at various locations in Antarctica.

Where/who When Height Size (mean) Phase Shape

South Pole / Lawson et al. (2006) February 2001 surface 17 mm (rva) ice diamond dust

10.5 mm (rva) column

25.3 mm (rva) budding

27.9 mm (rva) rosette

19.2 mm (rva) complex

17.8 mm (rva) plates

27.2 mm (rva) thick plates

17.0 mm (rva) rosette

blowing snow

South Pole / Walden et al. (2003) winter 1992 surface 12.2 mm (reff) ice diamond dust

11.0 mm (reff) blowing snow

23.6 mm (reff) snowgrains

10.7 mm (reff) all crystals

South Pole / Stone (1993) 1959–1963 140–840 m a.s.l. 4–16 mm (reff) ice all crystals

South Pole / Mahesh et al. (2001b) 1992 above surface 15 mm (reff)—mode ice

Byrd Station (80°S, 120°W) / Shimizu (1963) 1961 surface 1000 mm (length) ice Shimizu crystal (long column)

Avery Plateau (67°S, 65.5°W) / Lachlan-Cope

et al. (2001)

1995 surface 20–200 mm ice all crystals

10–50 mm water drops
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Peninsula (64°46′S, 64°03′W). Saxena (1983) has also
looked at biological sources for cloud condensation
nuclei. He found evidence for biogenic nuclei during
flights over the Ross Ice Shelf, and he speculated that
biological material from the surrounding oceans are one
of the important sources for producing cloud-active
aerosols.

The radiative effects of clouds

The phase, size distribution and concentration of cloud
particles affect the transfer of radiation, both longwave
and shortwave, through the clouds, and so clouds can
have a major influence on the net radiation balance at the
surface. This is true even over a high-albedo snow surface
(Ambach 1974). In the Antarctic, Pavolonis & Key (2003)
have shown, using satellite data, that clouds have a
warming influence on the surface over the continent in
all months. Over the ocean, clouds only had a warming
effect from March to October, whereas during the Ant-
arctic summer, cloud cooled the surface. Similar results
were found by Fitzpatrick & Warren (2007) using mea-
surements made on the RSV Aurora Australis. These
results also generally compare well with in situ measure-
ments taken at Neuymayer Station in 1993, and at the
South Pole in 1986–87, with the biggest differences being
found in shortwave radiation during the summer
months. Of course this is to be expected, as shortwave
radiation is much more sensitive to the phase, shape and
size of the cloud particles, and is only important during
the summer months.

Cloud radiative effects can have a large impact on the
Earth’s climate system by controlling the passage of radia-
tion through the atmosphere. Climate model studies
show that local cloud anomalies can have a global impact
(Gordon et al. 2000). It is therefore important that clouds
are correctly represented within climate models, and that
local variations in cloud properties are represented.
Several studies have looked at the role of Antarctic clouds
within the present generation of climate models, and in
particular how changes in the representation of the
microphysical properties of Antarctic clouds can affect the
global climate. Lubin et al. (1998) investigated the effect
of ice clouds over Antarctica in the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate
Model version 2 (CCM2). They found a large difference
between the modified model and the standard version of
CCM2, which had water-droplet clouds both over Ant-
arctica and in the tropics, and even in the extratropics of
the Northern Hemisphere. The standard version of CCM2
has liquid cloud everywhere, and Lubin et al. (1998) used
a simple modification for this that may not represent
reality, although they did demonstrate the sensitivity of

the atmosphere to changes in the phase of the cloud
particles. Briegleb & Bromwich (1998) investigated the
polar radiation budget in the more sophisticated version 3
of the NCAR Community Climate Model (CCM3), which
allows for a cloud particle ice fraction that is temperature
dependant below 0°C. However, the improved cloud
microphysics did not seem to improve the radiation
budget over Antarctica, and Briegleb & Bromwich (1998)
reported that the accuracy of the top of atmosphere radia-
tion balance in CCM3, compared with Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE) data, was worse when com-
pared with CCM2 results. Hines et al. (2004) have used
used an improved progonostic cloud scheme in CCM3,
but found that it was not a clear improvement over
earlier schemes. Of course, one of the problems with
these studies is the lack of in situ measurements in Ant-
arctica to validate the “improved” cloud microphysical
representations.

Conclusions

The isolation of Antarctica and the extreme nature of its
climate mean that the study of clouds in that region is less
advanced than in many other regions of the world. The
surface synoptic network is on the whole more widely
spaced over Antarctica, with large areas of the continent
without any in situ observations. Satellite measurement
of cloud parameters is also difficult over a snowy surface.
This must mean that there is some doubt over the values
of seasonal and area coverage of cloud given in the
literature.

The few cloud microphysics measurements that have
been made hint that the number of ice-forming nuclei
may be several orders of magnitude greater than expected
from the simple parameterization of ice nuclei number
developed from mid-latitude observations (Lachlan-Cope
et al. 2001), although at the moment there is no obvious
source for these nuclei. Also, the work of Saxena (1983)
suggests a biological source for ice nuclei, and this hints at
possible complex biological feedbacks at high southern
latitudes. Much more work is needed to investigate the
role of cloud-forming nuclei in the Antarctic and their
source, particularly as the cloud microphysics has a pro-
found effect on the radiation balance of the atmosphere.
It is therefore important to represent the cloud micro-
physics correctly within climate models. The present
generation of cloud models use cloud parameterization
developed from mid-latitude observations. However,
because of the extreme environment and isolation of the
Antarctic, it is unlikely that cloud observations made in
other regions will be representative of Antarctica, and it is
vital that in situ observations are made of Antarctic clouds
in the future.
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This review of Antarctic clouds highlights both their
importance and the lack of observations. It is hoped that
the latest generation of meteorological satellites, carrying
active instruments, will go some way to addressing this
problem, but these observations must be backed up with
in situ measurements made with both manned and
unmanned aircraft.
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